The Great Calendar Change of 2004
Premise: To Declare the End of Time and Shift from Fear to Love,
Change the Calendar!
Premise: To accept the 13 moon calendar is a positive, concrete act demonstrating the move from fear to
love, from chaos to harmony, from war to peace. The end of time is the end of the old time of violence and
separation encoded in an irregular and chaotic calendar. The New Time of Peace and harmony emerges as
light embedded in a perpetual calendar that is a reflection of Eternity. For more than 150 years this change
has been deliberated. Now the cycle is closing.
The closing of the cycle means the reintegration of the human consciousness into the solar ring through the
application of the correct standard of measure. Whether humans are aware of it or not the Earth goes around
the sun and it makes a solar ring with each orbit. With the accurate measure of the 13 moons each with 28
days the solar ring can be made conscious. If we make this simple adjustment of following the Thirteen Moon
calendar, then in one year our consciousness will bring the orbital solar frequencies into proper alignment
with the human mind. This precipitates heightened awareness or consciousness that has not previously been
known.
When history began in Babylonia, Sumeria and the Middle East it forfeited knowledge of the solar ring for a
focus ion the synodic lunar calendar which has nothing to do with the solar ring. When the conquest of the
New World happened, the Babylonians destroyed the knowledge of the calendar which contained knowledge
of the solar orbit. By destroying this knowledge they also destroyed the basis of cosmic perceptions - this is
the root of the calendar change and the closing of the cycle. Keep in mind that the destruction of Mayan time
knowledge was completed by a Vatican calendar reform in 1582 which gave us the (Gregorian) calendar we
use today.
The 13 Moon/28-day calendar is the salvation of planet Earth because it is a cosmic mechanism that creates
a frequency which matches the solar frequency. Attuning to this solar frequency will result in an amping of
consciousness - this is the evolutionary trip switch.

The following program of study is merely a set of introductory
considerations into the amazing new world of time, a world you hardly
suspected existed!
There are several levels of understanding.
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LEVEL A
1. How a Calendar Effects Reality: Why We Need to Change
(Don't you think it's time to reformulate the human mind?)
2. 13 Moon 28-day Calendar: A Fresh View
(Ready for galactic mind expansion?)
3. Familiarizing Yourself in the New Time
(Puts unconscious programs into reverse gear)
4. Benefits of the New Calendar
(Roll out the rainbow carpet!)

LEVEL B
1. The 13-Moon Calendar and the Law of Time
(Redefining reality)
2. The 13 Moon Calendar and the Tzolkin
(Your ticket to the Fourth Dimension)
3. Finding your Galactic Signature and Defining the Dreamspell
(The Key to your galactic mission)
4. The Wavespell of Time
(13 stages of creation)
LEVEL C
After the Calendar Change-The Rainbow Bridge, Telepathy and Time Travel
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Level A.
1. How a Calendar Affects Reality: Why We Need to Change
· Following the 13 moon/28 day calendar is the complete reformulation of the human mind. Only by
reformulating the human mind will the next evolutionary step occur. We are the seedbed for the
reformulation of the mind.
· Many times when new information comes to us that we don't understand, we stop paying attention
to it because we are focusing on what we didn't understand. Your life and the world looks like what
it does today because you have been concentrating on certain forms. The fact is that the Gregorian
calendar and the mechanical clock are the foundational forms that we as a human species have
been concentrating on.
· The Gregorian calendar currently in use worldwide has units of measure that correspond to no
natural cycles. It is an irregular order. Its month lengths vary anywhere from 28 to 31 days.
· What the calendar does to the mind is so profound that to fully come to terms with it is to re-envision
the very foundation of human life and thought.
· When you run your life according to the Gregorian calendar and mechanical clock without
questioning where they came from and why you use them, then you are running on an "unconscious
program." But you couldn't know this until you were told about it - which may be just this instant. If
this is true, then congratulations - this could be the first step in taking back your own time.
· Keep in mind a calendar is a programming device, one of the enduring signs of human culture. As a
programming device, the calendar is the major instrument giving the society that uses it its total look
and feel.
· Any standard of measure that is irregular, flawed and systematically improbable when used over any
period of time will produce corrupt or crooked thinking. Just think about the billions of humans who
organize their lives according to the erroneous Gregorian calendar and mechanical clock. The fact is
that almost the entire planet is running on an unconscious program!
· What is called global society is a consensus reality driven by an unconscious, irregular, artificial
timing frequency called 12:60 - 12 month calendar and 60 minute hour. Where does the clock come
from?
· When the clock was first created it was nothing but a toy. Then it was developed by some monks to
amuse themselves and to wake up for early morning prayer--then people decided to take it seriously
and run their lives by a machine toy. And they are still doing it!
· What happens when we run our lives according to machines? This is weird.
· Keep this in mind: "The issue of the nature of time, or of the times in which we are living cannot be
separated from the issue of the calendar." Hopefully it will not take nuclear war to dispose the human
mind to think about this.
· Remember: Who owns your time owns your mind. Change your time and you change your mind.
Change your mind and you change your world.
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2. The Thirteen Moon, 28-day Calendar: A Fresh View
· There is a whole new reality awaiting you. Yes, you! In fact, this new reality is your natural birthright.
The entry ticket into this new reality is the Thirteen Moon/28-day calendar.
· Many of us think of time as chronology or a schedule for keeping accounts or recording holidays
with little comprehension at all of the synchronic nature or order of time. The ultimate purpose of a
calendar is not to keep accounts--but to synchronize!
· The Thirteen Moon/28-day calendar is actually a standard of measure of Earth's solar ring- its solar
orbit. Attuning to this solar ring through the harmonic calendar is the basis for developing higher
cosmic perception.
· Entering into the Thirteen Moon calendar is like learning a new language. To learn a new language
you have to clear your mind of your native language and allow new thoughts and vocabulary to enter
your head. It's really very simple if you see it as such.
· The seed of the Thirteen Moon calendar was planted by the Mayan culture. The knowledge of
the Mayan time masters surpassed all knowledge. True understanding of time causes our mind to
expand and evolve.
· The Thirteen Moon calendar is a universal reflection of perfect harmony primordially appearing in
virtually all human cultures - Druid, Egyptian, Chinese, Inca, and Mayan, to name a few.
· This calendar is a function of the natural Law of Time. The Law of Time says energy factored by time
equals art. T (E) = Art!!
· The Law of Time has functioned since the beginning of time. It has been previously unconscious - but
is now being made conscious through you!
· It all begins by following the path of the Thirteen Moons.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stop and think about it. A calendar is a programming device, right?
Well, look at who programmed this calendar and for what reasons:
More than 2000 years ago, Julius Caesar came up with the idea to gain more power and to change the
Republic into an Empire. The result was the Julian calendar. In 1582 Pope Gregory XIII "reformed" the Julian
calendar to give the conquered Indigenous people a new time. History is the script written by those who hold
the power.
So let's look at that new calendar and then create some cosmic history ourselves!
Please note: July 26, 2004, Blue Crystal Storm was the interdimensional portal of time that made that change.
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3. Familiarizing Yourself In the New Time
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· This simple schematic sums up the new calendar. Every Moon (month) is exactly the same. Days of
the month and days of the week are perfectly harmonized. Every month starts on a "Dali" and ends
on a "Silio."
· This is what we mean by harmonic standard. Many implications!
· The old Gregorian days of the week, Sunday-Saturday, are loaded with ancient karma, so they are being
replaced by new names which refer to seven radial plasmas -electronic building blocks of Creation. Each
plasma is associated with an action:
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Dali targets
Seli flows
Gamma pacifies
Kali establishes
Alpha releases
Limi purifies
Silio discharges

The names of the thirteen perfectly equal moons (think of justice and equality for all!) follow what is called a
"thirteen tone cosmology of time," and each has an action quality and a totem animal:
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Magnetic Bat Moon of Purpose		
Lunar Scorpion Moon of Challenge		
Electric Deer Moon of Service		
Self-existing Owl Moon of Form		
Overtone Peacock Moon of Radiance		
Rhythmic Lizard Moon of Equality		
Resonant Monkey Moon of Attunement
Galactic Hawk Moon of Integrity 		
Solar Jaguar Moon of Intention 		
Planetary Dog Moon of Manifestation
Spectral Serpent Moon of Liberation 		
Crystal Rabbit Moon of Cooperation 		
Cosmic Turtle Moon of Presence 		

(July 26 - August 21)
(August 22 -September 19)
(September 20- October 18)
(October 19 - November 14)
(November 15 - December 12)
(December 13 - January 9)
(January 10 - February 6)
(February 7- March 6)
(March 7-April 3)
(April 4-May 1)
(May 2-May 29)
(May 31-June 26)
(June 27-July 24)

· The Thirteen Moons with four perfect weeks each account for the 52 weeks a year. 13 x 28 = 364 the
365th day is the Day Out of Time (corresponds to old July 25).
· This day is no day of the week or month at all. A true freedom day for the forgiveness of debts and
the celebration of Time is Art. (see Perpetual Thirteen Moon Calendar, back page)
· There is no other calendar that even comes close in elegance and harmonic simplicity to the Thirteen
Moon calendar. That is why it has been the choice calendar in the annals of calendar reform, from
Benjamin Franklin to Eastman Kodak.
· Personal ease of calculating days and weeks will reap enormous everyday benefits, because the
time that is freed up will bring about greater joy and harmony!
· It is called a moon calendar because the 28 day cycle is the female menstruation cycle, and it is the
average between the synodical lunar cycle 29.5 days - new moon to new moon - and the sidereal
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cycle 27.1 days - place in the sky where the moon returns. The world's lunar calendars are synodical
and have only 12 months and 354 days a year, though there are actually thirteen lunations a year.
· The Thirteen Moon calendar is only meant to replace the Gregorian as the world civil standard. All
other calendars as well as all astronomical cycles are easily synchronized through the perfect pattern
of the 13 moon 28-day cycle.
· Use the calendar as you do the old one. Note the ease with which you can make day date
calculations. When you begin your annual planning according to this calendar, as well as managing
your moon-thly budget, see how regular and easy it could be!
· Assignment: Find your Thirteen Moon birthday. Know its Moon date and day of week. Now take out
your Thirteen Moon Calendar, and locate the information you need:
· Step 1: Use the Gregorian calendar dates beneath the Names of the Moons to locate your Birth Moon
· Step 2: In that Moon, find the correlate Gregorian date on which your birthday falls.
· Step 3: Note the Moon date and day of the week. Your birthday will always be the same day of the
week every year! No way can you get lost in time again!
4. Benefits of the New Calendar
· Use of the Thirteen Moon calendar will change your perception of the world and thus change
the world through your perception. That is because its perpetual harmony is coordinated by the
synchronic order.
· All you have to do to learn the synchronic order is to pay attention.
· The synchronic order is the order of reality organized by time. It is synchronic because everything is
synchronized! All there is is synchronicity!
· The synchronic order is like opening up a new window so that life can be reorganized through us by
a higher command.
· Use of the Thirteen Moon calendar will not only attune you to nature but also help you see all aspects
of your life through a different lens.
· Follow the Thirteen moon calendar faithfully for 28 days and note what inner changes occur and what
new perceptions about reality spring about.
· Within 52 weeks (one year) of using the 13-Moon calendar you will advance in intelligence and
knowing ultimately to the stage of telepathic knowing free of artificial contrivances.
· You will become increasingly conscious about the patterns of your life. As with anything in life, the
more energy you put in the more you reap the benefits of, in this case, galactic vision. Galactic
because time is not a local thing. It's the universal medium of synchronicity.
· By living by the synchronic order you can begin to put together the larger pieces of your life.
· By making conscious the patterns in our life we can see how a calendar affects our mind.
Is it not time to dispel our fear and let ourselves be merged into the pattern that connects us
directly with galactic being?
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Level B.
1. The Thirteen Moon calendar and the Law of Time
· The 13-moon calendar and the Law of Time open the door to the next stage of evolution.
· The Law of Time is a whole system knowledge, which means it is both intuitive and logical and
proceeds from the premise that the whole is in the part and that the part is in the whole.
· The Law of Time makes conscious what was unconscious. Humanity has been unconscious of the
effects of an irregular calendar and of the mechanization of time. The Law of Time sheds light on
these matters and offers a solution.
· The 13-Moon calendar is the practical application of the Law of Time. The Calendar Change will
make everyone conscious of time.
· Though rooted in the time knowledge of the ancient Maya, and precisely because of that, the Law of
Time is the revelation that is intended to close the cycle of history (2012) with a knowledge that has
been intuitive and largely dormant until this moment.
· Time is not only a measure of cycles but also the universal factor of synchronization. The chief
pragmatic instrument of the Law of Time is the 13 Moon calendar.
· On the foundation of the 13 Moon calendar, the Law of Time, systematically establishes levels of
synchronization and knowledge. The Law of Time also differentiates between the artificial 12:60
timing frequency, which drives all of modern civilization, and the natural universal timing frequency
13:20.
· From this follows an evolved understanding of cyclic time, the synchronic order and levels of
fourth dimensional knowledge - all of which revolve about one point: conforming to a correct and
mathematical order in time - the 13 moon calendar.
· The Law of Time makes it possible for a critical mass of humans to precipitate and participate in this
time phase shift. The time phase shift is like pushing the fast forward button to a space where Earth
has already cleared itself of the distorting vibrations of the erroneous 12:60 timing frequency.
· Phase shift: A radical displacement of the Earth into the future through a process of teleportation.
The Earth is already poised for such a shift as a natural part of her mutation into the Psychozoic Era.
· The Psychozoic Era - spiritualization of all of life - is what awaits the Earth following the return of
humanity to natural time - 2012-2013.
· We are talking about passing through stages. The Thirteen Moon calendar is just the evolutionary
door opening. On the other side of that door in a world of the reformulated human mind is another
reality.
2. The Thirteen Moon Calendar and the Tzolkin
· The synchronic order described by the Law of Time consists of layer upon layer of cycles. To learn
about these we go through stages of opening up to the different layers of cycles.
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· The harmonic perfection of the 13 Moon/28-day calendar makes it the perfect vehicle for encoding
the various cyclic dimensions of the synchronic order. This is the real meaning of time as the fourth
dimension.
· The fourth dimensional timing gauge is called the Harmonic Module. It is based on the Tzolkin, the
key to the Mayan calendar system. As the Harmonic Module the Tzolkin is 13 x 20 (13:20 frequency)
matrix consisting of the permutations of 20 icons or solar seals and thirteen numbers called galactic
tones. The 260 possible permutations of seal and tone create the cycle of 260 Kin.
· The 260 Kin (day) cycle correlated with the 365 day cycle of the 13 Moon calendar creates a cycle of
18980 days or 52 years during which no two days repeat. This is called the Solar-Galactic Cycle.
· The Tzolkin is a mirror of our relations and ways of behaving in the world
· The Tzolkin clarifies patterns of synchronicities. Once the patterns are known, our alignments or
alliances become intensified. First comes the alignment with our own individual destiny.
· The 20 sacred signs and the 13 numbers of the Tzolkin are the destinal guides that monitor the
synchronicities of our lives. Every day has: a different sign; a different tone; is a day of the week; and
is a day of a particular Moon. This composite of information is how the synchronicities in our lives are
tracked and become apparent.
3. Find Your Galactic Signature and Enter the Dreamspell
· By your date of birth you are one of the 260 Kin coded in the Tzolkin. This is called your galactic
signature.
· Dreamspell the Journey of Timeship Earth 2013 is the complete description of the codes of fourth
dimensional time coded in the Tzolkin. The Dreamspell includes the Book of Kin, Journey Board,
Oracle Board and Galactic Compass.
· On the Galactic Compass you can dial up your galactic signature, then find it in the Book of Kin and
meditate on it. Your Galactic Signature is the entry to the new culture of time, galactic culture. The
galactic signature involves three components: a color, a tone, and a seal, e.g., Yellow Self-existing
Star (Kin 108)
· No one else but ourselves can receive as purely as necessary the destinal message of the galactic
signature that is meant for us alone. This is only the beginning.
· According to your galactic signature you belong to an Earth family, a color family, a tribe and one
of several clans. The Earth family codes your Moon calendar birthday with four different seals, four
colors and thirteen tones to create your own 52-year solar-galactic cycle.
· Dreamspell has two aspects:
First it is the interstellar, interplanetary cosmological history of Planet Earth. Second, it provides the codes
for social reorganization - the new dispensation.
· The Dreamspell encompasses a whole set of mathematical codes which are inseparable from
knowing Earth as a whole system.
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· Based on the coordination of the Dreamspell with the Thirteen Moon 28-day calendar many different
levels of the synchronic order can be discovered. the summation of all of the programs of the
synchronic order and the Law of Time are known as The Dynamics of Time.
· The Dynamics of Time demonstrate that the evolution of time is the evolution of consciousness.
· Through knowledge of the synchronic order and the Dynamics of Time we will be able to develop the
power of sensory teleportation, and then the capacity for time travel.
4. Understanding the Wavespell of Time
· The Wavespell is any cycle of thirteen - thirteen days, thirteen weeks, thirteen moons, thirteen years, etc.
· A Wavespell corresponds to the thirteen tones of creation.
· These thirteen tones of creation show the progression of life in interconnected stages.
· Each tone presents qualitative and numeric meaning in itself, and in relationship to the other tones.
· One year equals a Thirteen Moon Wavespell (Thirteen Moons with 28 days each).
· A Thirteen Moon Wavespell is also known as a Planetary Service Wavespell.
· Each year of Thirteen Moons can be divided into four perfect quarters of thirteen weeks each. These
thirteen weeks are also known as a wavespell (remember a Wavespell is any cycle of thirteen).
· Rather than January, the first moon on the 13-Moon, 28 day calendar is the Magnetic Moon. The
Magnetic Moon is always correlated with the Gregorian date July 26 (rather than January 1). So the
first day of the year is Magnetic 1.
· The first day of the new year Magnetic 1 will always fall on one of four solar seals: Yellow Seed, Red
Moon, White Wizard, or Blue Storm. Each of these will always be combined with a tone. For example
this year is Red Planetary Moon, but starting July 26, 2003, it will be White Spectral Wizard. The
year after that will be Blue Crystal Storm. And the year after that will be Yellow Cosmic Seed. Then
back to tone one, Red Magnetic Moon.
· Years occur in four year groups known as Seed-Storm Year Bundles. Thirteen of these four-year
bundles equals 52 years. A 52-year cycle is also be called one Solar Galactic Cycle.
· In one 52-year Solar Galactic Cycle there are four thirteen year cycles. These cycles are called Seed,
Moon, Wizard and Storm. During any one of the four cycles, the first, fifth, ninth and thirteenth years
of that cycle will also fall on the same solar seal. Example: We are currently in 13-year seed cycle
which began in 1993 in the Magnetic Seed Year and will close out in 2006 when we complete the
Yellow Cosmic Seed year.
· This is sufficient to get you going in your living of natural time and practice of galactic culture.
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Level C.
After the Calendar Change: The Rainbow Bridge, Telepathy and Time Travel
By its being a function of the Law of Time the calendar change will benefit the individual, groups, and
eventually all of humanity in infinitely expansive ways.
· Just to promote the calendar change requires human unification and synchronization!
· Simply by synchronizing humanity to a harmonic standard through use of a harmonic measure (vs.
an irregular measure) the mind will become predisposed to harmonic perceptions.
· Once we are living in natural time, the increase of perception of harmony and harmonic order will
evolve new values of organic simplicity.
· Synchronicity will become the norm and telepathy will be understood as a prime human capacity to
be cultivated.
· The increase in synchronization, the rise of harmonic values, evolving lifestyles of organic simplicity
webbed together by telepathy will easily bring about a peaceful unification while enriching the cultural
diversity of human society.
· A daily recognition of the patterns of nature will bring about environmental harmony and increase
awareness of natural time and rhythms of nature.
· The reestablishment of the harmony of human with nature (the biosphere) will stabilize the Earth
changes.
· Understanding time as the synchronic order will open doors to new domains of scientific
enlightenment.
· Personal attunement with the natural order will result in increasingly enhanced psychic power.
· Rebalancing feminine cycles and restoration of gender balance will greatly improve the quality of
human relations and reaffirm the feminine aspect of human culture.
· Realization of Time as the fourth dimension will liberate the imagination into Technicolor splendor.
· Understanding time as the evolution of consciousness, we will understand how consciousness is
held in the solar ring. Because of this we will see the relation between time, telepathy and time travel.
· The new paradigm of time, telepathy and time travel will become humanity's next sacred challenge.
The synchronization of the human mind with the natural order will make possible unsuspected
wonders - like a Rainbow Bridge around the Earth!
· Please Note: Mayan time masters knew how to meditate and put the knowledge into the planetary
mind. The Mayans foresaw the time in which we now find ourselves. They knew that Calendar Reform
is the final act of history, and the first step toward Earth regeneration in the cradle of galactic culture.
· The 13-Moon, 28-day calendar is the key they left for present day humans to remember their galactic
inheritance and change the course of history before the closing of the Mayan Great Cycle in 2012!
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If we can arouse a critical mass to make this Change,
then the Mayan miracle of time will have been realized.
An awakened humanity will write an enlightened conclusion to the cycle of history making it the gateway to a new spiritual evolutionary future.
Learning swiftly
May you evolve with grace and ease
into the magnificent galactic being you have always been!
From the One
Return to the One
In the New Time
Always Now

Critical Self-Study Questions.
1. What is a calendar?
2. What is the effect of a calendar?
3. What is the meaning of 12:60 frequency?
4. Why is the natural time frequency called 13:20?
5. What is the Synchronic Order?
6. What is the Law of Time?
7. What and when is the Calendar Change?
8. What are benefits of the 13 Moon calendar over the Gregorian?
9. What is a Wavespell?
10. What is the Dreamspell?
11. What is a solar-galactic cycle?
12. What is a galactic signature?
13. What is the solar ring?
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Declaration of the First World Peace
We, the people of planet Earth who have chosen to follow the Thirteen Moon/28-day calendar
as the basis of a new sovereignty and a new community of peace and harmony with all of
life on Earth, in rejecting the old calendar and its disempowering institutions, do hereby
declare the commencement of the First World Peace.
The purpose of the First World Peace - 2004-2012 - is to declare Earth as a universal
cease-fire zone thus assuring the time for a comprehensive reordering of human priorities
with the end of sustaining and furthering all of life as a single unity on this Earth. To attain
this goal, we do hereby declare and establish our sovereignty in a New Time of perfect
harmony, and in so doing, are no longer bound to the institutions and mores of the old
time and its calendar. We solemnly dedicate ourselves, instead, to a new beginning with
fresh, creative ways of solving our problems. War is no longer in any way a viable form
of conflict resolution, and in its place we call for a universal disarmament accompanied
by a reorganization of human society in accord with the constructive peace and harmony
reflected in the new calendar of Thirteen/Moons 28-days.
In making this declaration of the First World Peace we call upon all existing humanitarian
organizations to join us in creating a New Assembly of the Earth which will first of all assist
in making the change to the new calendar and the new time among all peoples of the Earth.
Simultaneously, the New Assembly of the Earth will call upon representatives of all peoples
to gather to establish the new priorities and to prepare for a universal understanding of time
as the basis of a new Global Civilization.
We who undertake this heroic adventure do so only after having seen and experienced
the exhaustion of the old order embedded in a calendar whose time no longer served the
purposes of universal spiritual and mental evolution. We pray to the Supreme Creator that
our task will be guided by Divine Mercy and that Compassion and Enlightenment will befall
the upholders of this Declaration. May we have the courage to dissolve all of the old that is
furthering division, strife and destruction. May we equally have the wisdom to preserve that
which will in every way continue to uplift the human species. Above all, may we have the
patience and tolerance to define and promote the new ways of life that will be in accord with
the maintenance and evolution of our Earthly support system, the biosphere, and which will
foster a spirit of universal acceptance and tolerance among all human beings.
We understand that if we do not now take these measures we are forfeiting the greatest
opportunity that is afforded by changing the time through changing the calendar, and that
is to declare an immediate peace that is the expression of the will of the untold billions of
humans whose choice is not war but peace. May the voice of the people of the Earth be
heard in all tongues echoing in all the valleys of the Earth, blown by all the winds across
the seven seas to the highest mountain tops: Let the New Time of Peace prevail for seven
time seven generations to come!
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One Thirteen Year Wavespell Cycle: Four Cycle Types: Yellow Seed, Red Moon, White Wizard, or Blue Storm Cycles,
where the Magnetic, Overtone, Solar and Cosmic Years are coded by the symbol that gives the Cycle its name.
No matter which symbol begins the year, color sequence always reflects the same order: red, white, blue, yellow.
For red years this sequence remains the same for the other three types, in white years, the next year will be blue;
in the blue years the next year will be yellow, in the yellow years the next year will be red,
and in red years the next color will be white, etc...
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